hi, i’m rosemary!
nice to meet you :)
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What is Emotion Code?
Developed by Dr. Bradley Nelson,
Emotion Code is a modality of holistic energy healing that is designed to...
ease constant physical discomfort
bring in more love into your life
remove emotional baggage
& bring you close to overall balance within yourself
In order to achieve this, we focus on removing trapped emotions in your body that are
the root cause of the issue that you’re addressing

What Value Does Emotion Code Provide?
Gets straight to the
root cause of your issue
With Emotion Code’s efficient system, we can quickly
identify which trapped emotions are energetically
directly causing the issue you’d like to address

Start realizing that you are a
powerful self-healing being
All healing is self-healing. It is extremely important to be
open to any energy healing modality, otherwise you’ll be
blocking your own ability to heal yourself!

Becoming aware on how
your past affects today
Unless your conscious mind becomes aware of the
emotions that are trapped in the body, your emotional
baggage brings you weight on how to feel/act/react today

Deep energy healing
that lasts a lifetime
All trapped emotions released in a session are gone forever
(but you can trap that same emotion in the future due to
another heavy emotional event)

Defining
Trapped Emotions
We are all beings made of energy.
Trapped emotions are balls of energy that become stuck
within the body when it experiences heavy emotional events
When the body feels an intense emotion, what you feel is a
new vibration
By being trapped in the body, these emotions distort your
energy field and cause imbalances in the body
Although trapped emotions are invisible, the longer it stays in
the body, then eventually it manifests into the physical body
to cause discomfort, illness, etc.

official emotion code chart

3 Ways To Trap Emotions

inherited
trapped emotions

prenatal
trapped emotions

trapped emotions
during your life

passed down by either
your mom or dad —

gets trapped in the fetus
during mother’s pregnancy

caused by heavy emotional
moments during your life

when inherited trapped
emotions are released, they
release not only from you,
but from all generations

usually trapped from the
mother; can also determine
which trimester it got
trapped

does not necessarily have
to be traumatic, but can be
moments that caused you
to feel intense emotions

my baby — peach
moonstone pendulum

How We Find
Trapped Emotions
In order to find trapped emotions, we access your
subconscious mind through muscle testing because
your subconscious knows everything about you
Muscle testing is a noninvasive method that is designed
for the body to respond to true or false questions
Although Emotion code normally accesses the
subconscious through muscle testing, I personally prefer
to access the subconscious through my pendulum by
asking for your permission to connect to your energy :)

How To Release
Trapped Emotions
As soon as we confirm the trapped emotion,
the event that caused it, and bring it to your
conscious mind, we can start the release process
by rolling down magnets down the energy center
called the Governing Meridian
The Governing Meridian starts at the upper lip
and goes down to the tailbone —
For in-person sessions,
magnets are usually rolled down your spine
For distance sessions, I become a proxy for you
and roll down the magnets across my head

How To Release
Trapped Emotions

(cont.)

With the intention to release the trapped emotion,
the magnets act as an amplifier to release the
trapped emotion
Only 1 trapped emotion can be released at a time,
so this process of finding and releasing is repeated
until your subconscious can no longer release
anymore emotions (approx. takes 20-30 min)
In-person sessions & distance sessions are
both equally effective
my hematite magnets!

Processing
Your Release
Because your body is going through a release of
energy, your body will go through a processing
period over the next 1-2 days
As we are all unique beautiful beings,
every person processes differently
Examples of processing include,
but are not limited to:
—
—
—
—

experiencing vivid dreams
having trouble sleeping / sleeping well
emotional sensitivity
temporary moments of physical discomfort

Contact Information
thank you for taking the
time to read & learn!

If this modality resonates with you,
I really hope to connect with you soon!
If you have any more questions about Emotion Code or
want to schedule your initial consultation with me, you
can connect with me through any method below!
Sessions are available on humans & on animals

BOOK A SESSION | https://rosemaryfajardo.as.me/
BROWSE MY FAQs | https://www.rosemaryfajardo.com/faqs
CONNECT WITH ME ON SOCIAL MEDIA |
instagram: @rosemary.fajardo
facebook: www.facebook.com/rosemaryafajardo
youtube: youtube.com/rosemaryfajardo
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